Washing Apparatus

It is important to keep sliding parts and clamping parts clean from dirt and mud, because it prevents unexpected machine idle due to breakdown. In addition clean machine and site condition will provide positive impression from neighbours.

It is mounted on the Power Unit. The high pressure washing machine has water tank as well. The hole set of the washing apparatus is so compact that it is easily transported with the Power Unit, because it doesn’t bother hydraulic hoses winded on the Power Unit.

Easy handling jet gun
The easy handling jet gun can select injecting water in high pressure, low pressure, spray or straight flow for the best washing performance.

Specifications

- Pressure ...................... 4.9 - 5.9 Mpa
- Suction ....................... 6.5 – 8.0 l/min
- Water Tank Capacity ...... 200 l
- Mass ........................... 320 kg

[ Silent Piler models that have this as standard equipment ]
SCU-ECO400S, SCU-ECO600S, SCU-400M, SCU-600M, SCZ-ECO600S